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The Google+ application is now available on iPhone

From the beginning of the service on Android Market, the mobile Google+ application is now
proposed in free download on the App Store of Apple. It allows finding the flow of news posted
by contacts, to manage these last ones through Circles or to introduce a new group discussion.

It took less than one month to Google to carry its new Social network Google+, on the mobile
operating system of Apple. Since Monday July 18 th, it is possible to find on the App store a
dedicated Google+ application which, after authentification (invitation required), will allow to
consult the flow of publications of its contacts or to manage the relations with these last ones.
The application is at the moment available only in English, and its use requires the agreement
of the mobile Internet user with the conditions of use of the mobile services of Google.

With a construction which looks like the Facebook iPhone application, Google+ for iPhone
opens on a menu of selection simplified proposing an access to the flow of news, management
of the contacts, the creation of a group discussion, photos, profile or contacts management.
This last one is, as on the Web version, called circles, but we do not find, at the moment, the
mechanics of circles in question there.

Officially, the application is compatible only with iPhone 3G, 3GS and iPhone4. “Please, we
need time to assure the coverage of these devices very soon”, answered one of the engineers
of Google on its Google+ profile to the Internet users who complain about the absence of
compatibility with the iPod Touch and the iPad.
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